NSA Encourages Student Culture, Educational Aid

One of the functions of the NSA is to direct programs and encourage the development of student social and educational activities. An example of this is the NSA's cultural program, by which NSA hopes to present the creative efforts of the students to the American public, and bring to the campus the best in cultural life.

The cultural program has five main specific areas. Under student participation, NSA plans to sponsor some of the student art, music, drama, and dance groups from America and European countries, and encourage regional symphonies, orchestras, and choruses. The NSA also plans to publish and distribute significant business and cultural literature in arts, science, and culture, and to aid in the work of the American Film Council and the Library of Congress, and arrange a series of concerts of the field of arts and sciences.

The second panel established at the Madison convention concerned itself with educational opportunities. Their program covered the fields of education, career training, educational opportunities, educational discrimination, educational facilities, and cultural opportunities. The program was designed to inform the field of economic enterprises about the educational opportunities available.

Alpha Phi Omega Invites Former Scouts To Join Fraternity Ranks

Alpha Phi Omega, the national fraternity for college men, has extended an invitation to any college men interested in joining the fraternity. The invitation was extended to members of the fraternity who have been active in the Boy Scouts of America. The invitation was extended to members of the fraternity who have been active in the Boy Scouts of America.

Techawks Step Out: In Formal Attire Saturday; Deadline Extended In Integral Bell Queen Contest

After the pictures of the beautiful Integral Bell Queen, the contest for the selection of the Integral Bell Queen was closed. The contest was held on Saturday at 10 a.m., and the final selection was made that evening. The contest was held on Saturday at 10 a.m., and the final selection was made that evening.
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Let's Play It Safe

A number of students ranging between the ages of 14 and 16 were engaged in various shop projects when their instructor reached over to plug a portable connection into the wall. Every student later agreed that there was but one explosion and that it was a low rumbling noise, with none of the blast that might be expected. On March 11, 1957, the 900 high school of London, Texas ripped wide open amid the final agonized screams of its 284 dead and dying occupants. The building was the second oldest in the city, in use for 75 feet into the air; an automobile 200 feet distant was crushed like an eggshell under a two-ton slab of concrete. Hardly had the firefighters been called when the building was destroyed.

It has been established beyond reasonable doubt that the direct cause of this tragedy was due to a leaking gas pipe under the building, which was ignited from the arc of an electric switch in the manual training room. In this, as in other preventable accidents, one individual was to blame. H. Oran Smith, of the Texas Insurance Bureau, wrote, "It was the collective folly of average individuals, ignorant of the need of precautionary measures, where they cannot, in their lack of knowledge, visualize a danger or hazard."

Along with the slight decrease in industrial accidents and deaths in nations during the new century, the number of deaths per quarter of 1947, the accident rate at Illinois Tech has also begun to decline. The increased in both hours from school work at the school could possibly have contributed to the increased awareness of safety both on the part of students and employees of Technology Center.

But there is no cause for rejoicing. There are still other students who are diving 200 feet or more to the surface of the earth. There are students who think that the traffic signal on State street should be obeyed only by those who have a license and who are faculty members and students alike who think that the "No Smoking" signs in the classroom serve as a mere decoration.

The January 1948 college graduate will be able to better re-enter the world that has an accident rate of more than 28,000 deaths and injuries every year. As men and women of science and education, destined to accept vital positions in the industrial community, they have a great responsibility that will enable us to foster a truly accident-free community and nation.

The LETTER BOX

Formal Dances Again

College and universities are instituting plans for the preparation of young men for future work. This preparation should be carried out in a variety of social events designed to give him a well-balanced college life and enable him to become mindful of the normal social reactions of an intelligent student.

The return of formal attire to dances at IIT has no more affect upon the "social" traditions of IIT than it had in the years previous to the war.

And Again

As we look back we are constantly reminded of the values of the sales and consumption of the war years. New buildings and increased facilities are being built in all other parts of the world and the administration has given us the tools with which to make IIT more than only a formal book instruction but also in the development of men and women with personalities rounded out so as to be conductive to their success.

From this point the student of the school must take over.

As noted by the present state of affairs at the end of the Integral Ball, there is a group of students on the campus which is taking advantage of the opportunities offered by the college. We must realize that students not only are getting over the Integral Ball, but that they are taking part in all the other extra-curricular activities on the campus.

IIT is conducting a play and a discussion of the IIT, the offer to be run, is a play that all students at the IIT. They are on the campus which is taking advantage of the opportunities offered by the college. We must realize that students not only are getting over the Integral Ball, but that they are taking part in all the other extra-curricular activities on the campus.

As noted by the present state of affairs at the end of the Integral Ball, there is a group of students on the campus which is taking advantage of the opportunities offered by the college. We must realize that students not only are getting over the Integral Ball, but that they are taking part in all the other extra-curricular activities on the campus.

IIT is conducting a play and a discussion of the IIT, the offer to be run, is a play that all students at the IIT. They are on the campus which is taking advantage of the opportunities offered by the college. We must realize that students not only are getting over the Integral Ball, but that they are taking part in all the other extra-curricular activities on the campus.

In answer to the most analyze and the analysis of the people in attendance at a function of this type, if "Twinklebells" would continue to her research into the activities of the "mental" set, she would not only find that it's estimated figure is greatly impressive (a digit in an engineering student) but also be able to find these functions as an opportunity to have a good time in the social milieu of good fellowship.

C. Deitrich

Slipstick

A bewildered man entered a ladies' specialty shop. "I want a coat for the lady who is always late."

"What best?" asked the clerk.

"Veil," said the customer, "but still pretty.

"Where do you want to go to?"

"ITC."

"Yes, how was that born?


A sophisticated girl is one who knows how to reduce a listing without being defeated by it.

Linda F. Phifer

Top of the World

Economic Millennium Is Here

Henry Snow

When I said that the economic millennium is here, I meant that the big and little fellows in the United States are doing quite well for themselves, a fact which everybody is willing to admit. The big fellows complain about high costs, conventionally forgetting that they are over twice as well off. Working man, who is no longer paid for steel and better on super-class table decorations, is convinced that it is better to spend occasionally, and investing the staff of life with yellow gold instead of dollars frequently. You really don’t have to worry about it. The Department of Agriculture has reported that this year’s most production is greater than in any previous years. Americans are eating more meat, more vegetables, and drinking more milk than before. The total national production of commodity goods is now at an all-time high, and average real income (not, money) reached a level that it hasn’t been.
Meet the Faculty:
Roy Sauer, CE Scholar Aims For Consultant Job

The Bee Line
By "Buzz" Campbell

On the second page of this issue, we featured a story about a young man who has achieved a great deal in his short time at college. His name is Roy Sauer, and he is a CE Scholar at our university. Sauer has recently been appointed as a consultant for the Air Force, and he is excited about the opportunity to work with such a prestigious organization.

Sauer is originally from Los Angeles, and he has always been interested in engineering. He originally planned to major in computer science, but after taking a few classes in civil engineering, he decided to switch his major. He has now been accepted into several consulting firms, but he has chosen to work for the Air Force because he believes it is a unique opportunity to make a difference in the world.

Sauer's story is inspiring, and it serves as a reminder of the importance of pursuing your passions and taking advantage of opportunities when they present themselves. We are proud to have such talented students here at our university, and we look forward to seeing what else Sauer will accomplish in the future.

The Alpha Xi Chapter recently appointed three new officers for the upcoming semester. Chapter President is Roger Drafl, corresponding secretary is Frank Havel, and the new social director is John Peters.

The full pledge class of nine men is made up of Harvey Wilson, Dick Callahan, John Petersen, Jim Rett, Jack Wooten, Joe Smith, All Thompson, Roger Kraft, and Bob Dunn.

Among the immediate social activities for the semester is a combination of home and away events, to be held on Oct. 11.

Sigma Omicron Lambda
The new class of Omicron Lambda's last Saturday at a theater party. After dinner at the faculty club, the group saw "Tulip of No Man's Land." There will be a dinner at 7 o'clock this evening.

Rho Delta Rho
Rho Delta Rho started off its current ambition program with a big ride last Saturday, October 11, from the McConnell stadium. In stores for the Rho Deltas this year, under a special committee, including Chuck Bernard, Norm Rahn, and Manny Baur, are a multitude of varied affairs topped off by all officers, and the group has been held at times more unorganized.

Triangle


will you join them after you graduate?

Learning to fly today opens profitable fields to you in aviation - which is expanding more rapidly than at any other time in history.

Pilot training is open, now, to single men, 20 to 26 years old, who have completed at least one year of college; or three years of high school, plus an equivalent examination. Cadets completing the course will be commissioned as second lieutenants in the Army, or as a candidate for the Air Force.
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The training is open, now, to single men, 20 to 26 years old, who have completed at least one year of college; or three years of high school, plus an equivalent examination. Cadets completing the course will be commissioned as second lieutenants in the Army, or as a candidate for the Air Force.
Jobs Require School Record

Students graduating January 23, 1960, are urged to report to the Employment Office, and all out on their placement records. These records are needed by major companies who are very anxious to hire them.

Larkin Handling IIT's Rhodes Scholarships

John Day Larkin, Dean of Liberal Studies, will handle all applications for the Rhodes scholarship. The deadline for applications is March 1. All students with character and scholastic standing, who are returning to IIT, are urged to apply.

ME's, Sophomore Lead School As Registration Hits New High

Registration data compiled by the registrar's office as of October 2, shows that again this semester, the sophomores and juniors are the most numerous and the seniors, the least. The freshmen have kept the roller coaster to the public administration students. The following figures are for the day compared to the previous year:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Freshmen</th>
<th>Sophomores</th>
<th>Juniors</th>
<th>Seniors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Freshmen</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophomores</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juniors</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seniors</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

New Officers Elected

By ITA Gamma Club

An election of officers was held at Armour Gym's second monthly meeting of the new season. The following were elected: president, Warren Harmon; vice-president, Frank Hushman; and secretary-treasurer, Frank Armstrong. At this meeting, a color photograph was approved for the new officers, to be taken soon. The colors chosen were red, blue and gold, the latter being the official colors of Armour Gym.
Volunteer Marines
Seek Enlistments

Members Sought By SAM

A drive for new members has been launched by the Society for the Ad-
vanement of Management Applications. The organization will also be on hand to
collect dues between 11 a.m. and 12 p.m. every weekday.

Volunteer Marines
Seek Enlistments

Robot At Work

The machine produces a 12-inch cube of sand for each hour of its operation.

CHANCE To Win Prizes

A total of 2500 charitable, health, and welfare organizations in Chi-
icago will share in the proceeds of the $70,000 goal set for Chicago.
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Junior Gremlins Win 1M Football Opener

Pigskin Prophets
Huge Success
Number Of Entries Forces Rule Change
By Ken Stacken

Were we surprised! In fact, we were overwhelmed. We
hadn't anticipated the success the "Pigskin Prophets" grid
ing contest would achieve. With more than 165 entries
submitted in under the 7:30 p.m. deadline.
In all, 165 grid-prophets, and the ever increasing
county of entries, the judges felt compelled to make
an accurate forecast of the major changes in the rules.
The most important change eliminates the picking of
actual scores in all but two of the games. All that will be
necessary is to discontinue the winners of these
tables.

Secondly, the deadline has been extended to 6:00 p.m. Friday.
In order to provide a little more time, the
province. This will allow for the more comprehensive
tournaments for the winners of the second week
will be announced.

If we have enjoyed such tremendous
success, it is because we have
all the time in the world to
walk with these games on their performance. As long as it
isn't late Thursday, we can lay on the table.

Tackling them in order, (Minneapolis vs. Illinois)
The film has returned to a new cottage in the
famous hotel of football, but the Whippets are
looking more like a bunch of toweling hogs. Their
weight loss will give them the edge in their next
meeting with the Whippets. (Chicago vs. Cincinnati)

Sporting the "Blue" model, the Whippets are
warting the rain last Thursday, the "Blue" model is
expected to dominate the second half of the game.

Tankmen Looking To Promising Season
Coach John Allen views the optimistic outlook for the
coming season. The optimism is based on the
strength of the incoming class. (Pittsburgh vs. Central)
The Panthers are expected to make a strong bid for
the championship this year. (Columbus vs. Detroit)

Tech Football Hopes Surge As Team Practices On Ogdon Field

Tech's football hopes surged last Thursday when a
football team was announced to practice on Ogdon
Field.

The steady flow of students building student
activities in the off-season seems to be growing.
Harold Johnson, the head football coach, has announced
that the team will begin practice on the first day of
school. (Chicago vs. Minnesota)

Sophs Challenge Frosh
To Football Game

The Oxford Soprano Society has challenged the
Toledo Soprano Society to a football game to be played in
the latter part of October. The Soprano Society is
interested in participating in the game. (Boston vs. Harvard)
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ITSA Seeks 1948 Junior Week Committee...
Friedlen Speaks Tomorrow

Roy K. Friedlen will speak on "Theoretical Group Functions." at the North Club meeting tomorrow in room 205 at 11:55 a.m.

Dr. William Miller, program chairman of the club, plans to alternate student and faculty speakers during the semester. "Those interested in mathematics will find these meetings stimulating," said Miller.

Dramatech Renovation

After Year's Dormancy

Dramatech, Illinois Tech's drama club, after being dormant for several semesters, will resuscitate tomorrow at 11:30 a.m. in room 1001. Dr. Howard P. Vincent, chairman of the Illinois Tech English department, will be present to tell the members what they may expect in the way of help from his department. This assistance will depend on the interest in the organization shown by the students.

Dramatech will also discuss the possibilities of having a group to dramatize at Illinois Tech. Dr. Vincent believes that an organization of this sort is a necessary part of extra-curricular activity.

The last play given by Dramatech was "Out of the Frying Pan." presented during Summer Week of 1944.

Report For Photos

All students are urged to report to the Integral office to arrange an appointment with the photographer so that their pictures can be included in the center year book. The Integral office, located in the South Union, will be open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., starting today.

"ALL MY FRIENDS KNOW CHESTERFIELD IS MY BRAND"

Patti Hayworth

STAR OF COLUMBIA FEATURE FILM PRODUCTION

"DOWN TO EARTH"

Always Buy CHESTERFIELD

A always milder
B better tasting
C cooler smoking

The sum total of smoking pleasure they satisfy.